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Abstract: In order to improve big data's access ability and reduce output error code in distributed parallel da-
tabase, it is necessary to carry out equalization control. A load balancing control model of big data in distri-
buted parallel database based on adaptive random link configuration is proposed. The coherent association de-
tection method is used to reorganize the big data information flow in the distributed database. The output link 
model of the distributed database is established, and the channel impulse response of the distributed database 
is calculated. The optimal scheduling of the distributed database output channel is carried out by using the 
link random allocation method and the big data load balancing configuration is carried out by combining the 
data clustering method to realize the data balance processing under the high load of the distributed parallel da-
tabase. The simulation results show that the proposed method can improve the load balance of distributed pa-
rallel database, and the recall of database access is better. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of information database technolo-
gy, a large amount of data is transmitted and stored 
through the computer database. In the database storage 
channel, because of the interference of information and 
redundant data, the unbalanced class data time series is 
formed in the database, the database is the core configu-
ration of the data information management, through the 
database realizes the data storage, the schedule, the 
access and the information processing[1]. In the distri-
buted parallel database environment, big data distribution 
has the characteristics of self-organization and random-
ness. Data access and scheduling between databases need 
to realize information transmission and transformation 
through load balancing method. It has great significance 
to study the distributed load balancing method in the dis-
tributed parallel database environment, so as to improve 
the access and information scheduling ability of the data-
base[2].  
Traditionally, the distributed load balancing method in 
the distributed parallel database environment mainly in-
cludes the data migration scheduling method based on 
matching detection. The distributed load balancing me-
thod based on particle swarm optimization in distributed 
parallel database environment and the distributed load 
balancing method based on information subspace feature 
extraction in distributed parallel database environment[3], 
in reference [4], a load-balancing method based on em-
pirical mode decomposition was proposed. By construct-

ing and reorganizing big data's characteristic information 
flow, the empirical mode decomposition of big data in-
formation flow was carried out by using statistical infor-
mation processing method. The algorithm can improve 
the ability of data scheduling and migration, but the algo-
rithm has a large computational overhead, which is not 
good for the real-time performance of database access 
and scheduling. In reference [5], a distributed load ba-
lancing method based on adaptive particle swarm filter in 
distributed parallel database environment is proposed. 
Particle swarm optimization method is used to recon-
struct the information subspace and optimize the schedul-
ing of data, which has good migration accuracy. But the 
performance of the algorithm is not good. To solve the 
above problems, this paper presents a load balancing 
control model for big data in distributed parallel database 
based on adaptive random link configuration. The optim-
al scheduling of the distributed database output channel 
is carried out by using the link random allocation method 
and the big data load balancing configuration is carried 
out by combining the data clustering method to realize 
the data balance processing under the high load of the 
distributed parallel database. 

2. Database Structure Model and Data De-
tection 
2.1. Distributed Database Access Channel Model 

In order to realize the design of big data load balancing 
model in distributed parallel database, a coherent associa-
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tion detection method is used to reorganize the big data 
information flow in distributed database, and the output 
link model of distributed database is established[6]. A tap 
delay model of distributed database channel in cloud 
computing environment is designed. The distributed pa-
rallel database distributed structure model under cloud 
computing is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Distributed Parallel Database Distributed 

Architecture Model Under Cloud Computing. 

The measure distance of calculating the routing nodes in 
the link layer of distributed parallel database is calculated 
as follows: 
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The congestion and smooth decision function of big da-
ta's cluster head node(SN) in distributed parallel database 
are as follows: 
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Where, ` `,1 `2 `e e e )i i i i DNew = …（ ， ，， , it represents the 
Source node set of distributed parallel database. The iter-
ative equation of link offset correction for distributed 
parallel database communication channel is: 
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By detecting the coherence of different channel characte-
ristics, the equalization control equation in the network 
link layer is obtained as: 
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Under the condition of bandwidth constraint, the Doppler 
spectrum of the distributed parallel database access chan-
nel model is described as follows: 
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According to the above analysis, the coherent association 
detection method is used to reorganize the big data in-
formation flow in the distributed database, and the output 
link model of the distributed database is established. 

2.2. Channel Impulse Characteristic Analysis of Dis-
tributed Database 

On the basis of establishing the output link channel mod-
el of distributed parallel database, using coherent associa-
tion detection method to reorganize big data information 
flow in distributed parallel database, the adaptive random 
link assignment is constructed. The link model accessed 
by big data in the distributed parallel database is ex-
pressed as follows: 
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The 0θ  and ∆  parameters represent the phase deflection 
and power gain of the output big data of the distributed 
parallel database, respectively. The time-frequency joint 
characteristics of computing big data load in distributed 
parallel database are as follows: 
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The load gain aV  accessed by big data in a distributed 
parallel database is independent of the frequency doubl-
ing feature aC . 

3. Optimization of High Load Balancing 
Method For Database 
3.1. Load Balancing Control 

On the basis of using coherent association detection me-
thod to reorganize big data information flow and design 
channel model in distributed parallel database, the optim-
al design of big data load balancing model in distributed 
parallel database is carried out in this paper[7]. A load 
balancing model of big data in distributed parallel data-
base based on adaptive random link configuration is pro-
posed. The embedding dimension and average mutual 
information of big data load balancing configuration are 
obtained as follows: 
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Combining with the channel balancing control method, 
the load balancing design is carried out, and the characte-
ristic sequence of load balancing scheduling set in the 
distributed parallel database access channel is presented 
as follows: 
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1 2 0( ) ( ) exp( / 2)pr n r n j Tω= − , 0,1,..., ( 3) / 2n N= −  (11) 

2 0( ) exp[ ( )]r n A j nTω θ= + , 0,1,..., ( 3) / 2n N= −  (12) 
Adaptive random link configuration method is used to 
calculate the load quantity accessed by big data in the 
distributed parallel database. 

1 2 0( ) ( )exp( / 2)pR k R k j Tω= − , 0,1,..., ( 3) / 2k N= −       (13) 

2 ( ) exp( )k kR k A jϕ= ,       0,1,..., ( 3) / 2k N= −   (14) 

3.2. Database Access Optimization 

Frequency domain expansion method is used to realize 
frequency doubling of big data output channel. The ener-
gy of distributed parallel database big data accessing load 
information to Sink is as follows: 
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In the presence of channel attenuation, the output load 
( )w

kξ ω  of distributed parallel database is balanced and 
scheduled as follows: 
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Where, ( )w
kξ ω  is expressed as: 
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Under balanced scheduling control, big data outputs link 
information flow access bandwidth is: 
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The joint state estimation model of large data load fre-
quency domain characteristics in distributed parallel da-
tabase is calculated. 
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Based on the above analysis, the design of data balance 
under high load of distributed parallel database is rea-
lized. 

4. Simulation Experiment and Result Analy-
sis 
In order to test the application performance of this me-
thod in the realization of big data load balancing schedul-
ing and communication in distributed parallel database, 
the simulation experiment was carried out. The experi-
ment was designed by Matlab 7 simulation tool and di-
vided by SPSS 1.4 statistical software. Statistical analysis 
of big data in distributed parallel database shows that the 
size of big data sample set for distributed parallel data-
base communication is 25Gbit. the load intensity of net-
work access is 12dB, the initial sampling frequency is 

250kHz, and the normalized termination frequency is 
respectively: 21 0.45f = , 22 0.05f = , 23 0.3f = . The si-
mulation environment and parameters are set, and the 
data output is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Data Output. 

Taking the data of figure 2 as the sample, the load ba-
lancing scheduling analysis is carried out, and different 
methods are used to test the recall of database access. 
The comparison results are shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Recall Comparison of Database Access. 

The simulation results show that the proposed method 
can improve the load balance of distributed parallel data-
base, and the recall of database access is better. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a load balancing control model of big data 
in distributed parallel database based on adaptive random 
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link configuration is proposed. The coherent association 
detection method is used to reorganize the big data in-
formation flow in the distributed database. The output 
link model of the distributed database is established, and 
the channel impulse response of the distributed database 
is calculated. The optimal scheduling of the distributed 
database output channel is carried out by using the link 
random allocation method and the big data load balanc-
ing configuration is carried out by combining the data 
clustering method to realize the data balance processing 
under the high load of the distributed parallel database. It 
can improve the load balance of distributed parallel data-
base, and the recall of database access is better, it has 
great application value. 
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